Substrate properties influencing ultrastructural differentiation of mammary epithelial cells in culture.
Epithelial cells dissociated from mammary glands of midpregnant mice and cultured with lactogenic hormones on plastic or collagen gel substrates have been shown to vary in their extent of differentiation, as identified by the presence of secretory organelles and accumulation and secretion of casein. Morphological and biochemical differentiation was obtained on floating collagen gels. At least four unique factors provided by the floating collagen gel substrates are not found on plastic substrates: access of nutrients to basolateral cell surfaces, close proximity of cells to the medium surface and gas phase, interaction of epithelial cells with stromal elements, and substrate flexibility permitting cell shape change. In this study, we have attempted to assess the relative contributions of these factors in the ultrastructural differentiation of mammary cells in culture. None of these factors alone is responsible for the differentiation achieved when all are present. The novel aspect of this research is the identification of the cells' apparent requirements for basolateral access to nutrients and for freedom to assume a preferred shape in order to achieve differentiation.